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Q.1(a) Public administration is an evolving discipline. Comment

Ans.1 (a)
The study and practice of PA, both have heavily drawn on the sociology, political

science and to an extent management. As an activity it’s roots can be traced to the
dawn of the human civilization, or to the beginning of the growth of collection, or to
the beginning of the growth of collective conscience.

As a discipline it’s underpinnings are clearly visible in the democratic ideals of
liberty and justice, classic liberalism, the Athenian democracy or the Westphalia vation-
state though to be precise, as a subject it has been studied in various socio-cultural.
has been studied in various socio-cultural contents ravaging from “Kautilya’s-
Arthashastra” to “Machiavelli’s-Prince.” But none accorded it the status of a separate
body of knowledge. The credit for which goes to the “Comeralist” movement in Europe
and to the greater extent to the political reformer in u.s Woodrow Wilson. essay the
“The study of Admin”. The mentions a special place for the “science of Admin”, under
the galaxy of social science.

To be exact, his search was for a defined, predictable and codified body of knowledge
that can serve as a diagnostic tool for solving the social problems.
Since then the “publicness” of PA has consistently impinged upon it’s character as an
area of enquiry. To quote Golembiewski.
“The changing locus and focus of PA”. This changing locus & focus of PA can be
attributed to it’s highly dynamic context, where it is studied.
Burgeoning management orientations in the hey day of PA to the present concerns of
governances, PA has come a long way. Numerous approaches’ have guided it’s pat,
V.I.Z  Principles

 Policy science
 Ecological
 Bureaucratic
 Comparative
 Neo-liberal
 Governance
 NPM/NPS
 Communitariamism etc.

In true sence, PA has been the centre stage of all the politico-socio infhvences, as it
acts a link between the politics and the society. A consonance of Theory -informs-
Practice, is consistently changing the contours of PA, to an extent that Mosher says
“Better PA be not defined”

Q.1(b) Blacksburg Manifesto was an extension to New Public Administration (NPA). Comment

Ans.1(b)
Blacksburg emerged at the time when the heightened phenomenon of “Bureaucracy
bashing” was visible. The state and admn’s monopoly  over the delivery of public goods
and services, were considered detrimental to public interest. Were considered detrimental
to public interest.
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Even though NPA had created the perfect background for the demise of value-free
approach in the PA, it was the changing times of turbulence, the impact of New Right
philosophy that was perceived as a perfect recipe to free the society from
 An overburden state
 Corrupt and inefficient b’cracy.
 From the “Welfare Backlash”.
Economists like Friedman, hayck, etc had showed the way  the panacea for all ills is
market. Contesting this very notion, the Blacksburg Manifesto emphasized upon an
Individual-Institutional synthesis.
It re-in forced the ideas of  Communitarianism

 Constitutionalism
 Civicism
 Institutionalism

Trying to bridge the gap between citizens and their institutions. Focusing heavily on
institutional reforms an improving the citizen’s participation, it tried to foster greater
civic engagement, structure-individual collaboration.
The renewed focus on preserving the democratic ideals and the spirit of citizenary, is
clearly the extension of the ideas of NPA, which sough to establish the ideas of equity,
change client orientation, values and democratic ideals. As wansley puts it “Blacksburg
is an institutionalized NPA”. It sought to bring reforms in the bureaucracy by enhancing
communication, internal democracy and use of authority to even out social disparities.
the growth of critical perspective also has profoundly impacted the Blacksburg
perspective, which is considered as an instance of post-Modernism within the field of
PA.

Q.2(c) Functionalist Approach that has been dominant in the discipline of Public Administration
is a rule of thumb, pragmatic approach to problem solving. Comment.

Ans.2(c)
The functionalist approaches focus on the role of institutions in preserving he overall
equilibrium in a society. Dominant in sociology, they view institution from its’s overall
contribution i.e. the positive impact.
In the field of Pub. Admin the functionalist approaches have dominated the initial
phase of it’s evolution. Mostly concerned regarding the aggregate of functions that
constitute the organization, this approach does not enquire into the inherent
contradictions, like
 Stricture of power
 Conflicts
 Role of the participants
 Communication and it’s broader aspects like, impact on inter-actor relationships etc.
It is concerned with identifying the functions and suitably relating it to a set of structural
frame work, to maximize the pre-decided goals.
Notable contributors to this approach were Elaborate their contributions in a crisp
form. fayol, Gulicle-urwick Mooney & ciley etc.
For functionalist the administration is conceived as a set of functions that must be
performed for organizational survival. By analyzing the functional processes of
administrative units and their relation ships to goals and tasks the organizational
dynamics could be understood properly.
But most of the functionalist theories lock an empirical base. They are not based upon
concrete research data and lack predictive utility. Though they endorse the theories
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for being universal, they are found to be inconsistent with the changing socio-cultural
context. Infect they have interval contradictions which clearly doubts the veracity of
the fact, whether they are principles or not (As pointed by simon).
Logical positivists have vehemently criticized them for the lack of experimental
sophistication. Conclusions drawn from their own experiences, being intuitive and at
the most a heuristic Aid to problem solving.
Critical Theorists and Marxists have criticized the functionalist for enforcing the status
quo. They perpetuate power centralization and serve the special interests, rather than
public interest.
Critical perspective, Marxists and Neo-Marxists, have tried to view the utility of these
theories from their sociological role.
The contemporary gender perspective also criticizes these theories for perpetuating
male biasness and being patriarchal.
Not enough space has been provided for gender studies.

Though the above criticisms may be a natural concomitant of the development of
the discipline, the role of functionalist cannot be neglected in the overall understanding
of admin. Theories.

Q.3(a) Management Science orientation may lead to the depoliticization of social issues.

Ans.3(a)
Generally speaking, public administration is conserved with managing change in the
pursuit of publicly defined societal values. In the definition of the field are implied
serious theoretical issues-like what is the role of administrator in shaping and executing
public policy?
– How might public organizations best be designed and managed?
–What are the proper roles and responsibilities of the public managers?
In and effort to answer such questions, students and practitioners of public admin.
over the years have developed a variety of theoretical approaches. Yet all have been
bound together in their attempt to conceptualize and the understand the management
of public programmes. Public administration theory drown it’s greatest strength and
it’s most serious limitation from this diversity.
Hart & Scott offer the view that American Public administration has been taken over
by the values of American business management, values they consider inappropriate
to the conduct of public affairs. The conduct of public affairs, they argue, should be
guided by the natural low values of constitutional foundation.
Public administration is not a kind of technology but a form of moral Endeavour, what
Fredrick’s term a “ Patriotism of Benevolence.”
The management science approach with it’s roots in Taylorsm, attempts to apply
scientific method to the analysis and solution of management. problems various
techniques for quantitative analysis and decision making are applied to measure
organizational efficiency, familiar ones being – OR, cost benefit analysis game theory
etc.
This has resulted in a traditional focus on the interval organization structure and
arrangement of resources by developing standards of efficiency. True efficiency being
synonymous to true democracy, a view that robbed us of the precious and sensitive
orientation regarding citizen – Admin. relationship in a broader political environment.
Issues of ethical behavior of officials and enforcement of moral values in the socio-
cultural context have been undermined. As Mc swain says this leads to “administrator
being left with little guidance in making responsible decisions concerning public values”.
Though developments like NPA, Blacksburg, NPS critical theory {Habermas, Deutiardt
etc}, Gender perspective and governance, have recovered the administrative theories’
linkages with the civil engagement.
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It has brought about bigger issues in the theoretical discourse of PA. Notable in this
regard would be the works of Mc Gregor and korten.
Korten develops the concept of strategic organization, which is an alternative to the
traditional models. strategic organization. talks about proactive commitment to the
ideal that the purpose of organization is to serve the needs of the people. While
facilitating the human growth of all participants.”

Q.3(b) In the context of evolution of public administration evaluate paradigm III.
What were the fears of conservative theorists regarding the Public Administration as
Policy Science.

Ans.3(b)
Paradigm 3 began as an exercise in reestablishing the linkages between public admin
and political science. Political scientists were willing to absorb pus. Admin. into their
larger realm, but there were inherent fears of PA losing it’s identity, being reduced to
a mere “area of interest”. This was visible during this period (1950–70), in the negligible
amount of academic research done in PA and their conspicuous absence in political
science journals. As waldo refers to the sentiment” We are now hardly welcome to the
house of our youth”.
 Not with standing the criticisms, the political science laid the foundations of a
normative public admin. It provided the base of democratic  values.
The focus in this period was on the development of the subjectivist tradition. i.e.,
identifying political issues facing the field of PA. The role of public administrator in the
governance process being the central issue, with matters of accountability and
responsibility considered essential.
This was also the phase when behavioral movement was gaining ground within the
political science. Public admin tried to make the most of it, by emphasizing that this
would help in improving the public programmes rationally. Though PA research was
at the lowest ebb, the peak come with two important development  NPA , Policy
sciences.
 NPA brought PA closer to society & politics.
It regarded PA as a change agent in the context of social & political dynamics. It
aligned PA to the needs of the society. It was the most important event in restoring the
identity of the PA as a discipline by raising normative questions.
® Policy science that also evolved around 1950’s within the political science, was
concerned with increasing societal productivity.
It involves the application of management science methods as applied on a social or
public policy level.
Pub. Admin. was quite late in embracing the field of policy. It was to bring about
certain consequences. like Simon says “the study of public policy would subsume the
entire political science within PA”.
The fear were not without credible bases as :
 Policy science was practical in nature, would involve decision theory, allocation

theory and time-optimization modals.
 It is multidisciplinary, as it has to provide solutions to public policy problems.
 The inherent subjectivity of policy studies.
 Lack of appropriate research base i.e., issues agendas and data.
 Huge amount of data processing that needs to be done.
In spite of all the fears, the PA is closely associated with policy making and hence
policy science may be developed as a potential field of specialization within PA. It
would help in aligning the admin. structures more closer/ rationally to the social goals.
Issues like criminal justice national security, civil rights, labor relations, environmental
protection are closer to PA than mere development of structures of efficiency.


